
GUNDAM 
GIRLS II



THERE ARE LOTS
OF GIRLS IN
GUNDAM
Like, a lot of girls. Tall girls, beautiful girls, skilled girls, scarred girls. 
And there are so many of them that I had to make a second edition! I 
covered six girls in the previous edition, with a few more in images - 
the Purus, Haman and the like. I don’t know whether I’ll devote pages 
to them in further editions just yet; as such, they aren’t going to be in 
this edition. Instead, let’s focus on the girls that didn’t get as much 
love!

In case you haven’t read the previous edition, you can find it where 
you found this one! There’s no continuity, these are just my shrines to 
women from Gundam. So read them in whatever order you like, and 
enjoy them! Hopefully this will bring you a small amount of happiness 
in your day, and make you aware of the wonderful women in this 
franchise.

EMMA
SHEEN
Emma Sheen is a fundamental 
member of the Argama, leaving 
the Titans to fight for the liberty of 
humans across the solar system. 
Her decision to leave the Titans - a 
group of notorious fascists - was 
brave and dangerous, and she 
eventually met her end in the final 
battle of Zeta Gundam. 

Emma is an experienced pilot, a 
smart thinker, and a somewhat 
parental figure to the younger 
pilots in the Argama. She and 
Henken are goals, and in my own 
little canon divergent wonderland 
they eventually get married. One 
can dream...



NINA NINA 
PURPLEHEARTPURPLEHEART

Nina is... Pretty stupid. But if we can 
love himbos, we can love bimbos. Nina 
tries to do what is best, and she gets 
VERY homoerotic with Mora, but can’t 
make her mind up about her boyfriends. 
Gato or Kou? It shouldn’t really be that 
hard a choice, but we’ll forgive her 
because she’s beautiful and I love her. 
And she gets a happy ending!!! I love it!!!

RAIN MIKAMURA
Rain is awesome! She’s so awesome that we share a name! Rain 
Mikamura is the mechanic for Neo Japan’s Gundams, and ends up 
piloting the rising gundam herself. She’s got a collection of awesome 
tech like laser earrings, and her outfit is fashionable as FUCK.

Rain is a himbosexual, and she loves Domon to the ends of the Earth. 
Their love is honestly goals, and I’m glad that Domon learned to 
communicate with her because there’s nothing more pure than their 
devotion to each other. Rain is amazing and I love her!



KUDELIA AINA 
BERNSTEIN
At first blush, Kudelia comes across as a character very reminiscent of 
Relena Darlian; she’s posh, intelligent yet naive, and accidentally gets 
embroiled in a political battle including gundams and an emotionally 
constipated pilot. Kudelia and her wife Atra are adorable, and it was so 
precious to see them with their son... Kudelia is a really cool character 
and follows in the political footsteps of Relena while arguably getting a 
fuckload more done than her predecessor, and is a wonderful example 
of a Gundam character that embraces political engagement on a level 
that isn’t murderous. 10/10, I love her, would recommend.



MARBET 
FINGERHAT

FUMINA 
HOSHINO

Fumina is a highlight of Build Fighters 
Try, and her Winning Gundam perfectly 
reflects her position in her team with 
Yuuma and Sekai. Fumina is the leader 
and the glue that holds the team 
together, and just like her, the Winning 
Gundam regularly changes and grows 
to provide support for her teammates. 
She’s always eager and friendly, and 
has a fiery passion for gunpla battle. 
I want to formally apologise to her 
because I was given a Super Fumina 
as a christmas present and I think the 
very concept of the Super Fumina is 
abhorrent, so... I’m sorry, Fumina...

I love Marbet! So much! She’s the 
only thing that got me through 
Victory Gundam. Marbet is a 
parental figure to Uso and the rest 
of the children in Victory Gundam, 
and she regularly puts herself 
in danger to protect others. Her 
hairstyle is cute, I have a huge 
crush on her, and I just think she’s 
really cool. Hopefully after the 
events of Victory Gundam, Marbet 
gets to live in a little cottage 
with her child and they get to live 
peacefully like they deserve. 





THANK YOU!
Whoah! We made it to the end of a second edition! Thank you again for 
reading this little zine. I hope you enjoyed it! If you have anything to 
say about it, then you’re more than welcome to contact me at 
@RainMirage_Art on twitter, or send me an email at rainmirageart@
gmail.com.

I realised in the first Gundam Girls zine that I focused quite a bit on 
Universal Century girls, and this is mostly because I’ve watched all UC 
shows and not all non-UC stuff. I’ve tried to remedy this in this second 
edition, although it is quite likely that in the event that any more 
editions are made, SEED, AGE and game or manga-only characters 
will most likely continue to be absent. Even so, I’ll try my best to 
provide space to all the lovely ladies of Gundam, and if they aren’t here 
physically, they’re here spiritually. Or something. 

Bye!


